Abstract-Processor scheduling in computer science has been one of the most important research fields, and the scheduling of multiprocessor system is the most important extensively studied in depth. Lookahead computation is an effective method that improves the distributed simulation performance of Stochastic petri nets (SPN). It enables us to analyze the structure of nets to reduce the delay time for partitioning the nets blindly. The M/M/n/k model with churn of virtual computing system is given by taking advantage of SPN. The predictable scheduling strategy based on lookahead is presented. The approach based on a part of optimism computed on the prediction time can determine advancement of each user task. The theorem shows that if every task is distributed to virtual machine for running along transmission path with least lookahead, the whole delay time of all tasks in buffer is the shortest.
INTRODUCTION
Along with the category increasing and scale enlarging of network service, people put forward higher demand to web server system on dependability, extensibility, price comparability and etc. In order to meet these requirements, virtual computing systems has become a kind of infrastructure of high availability network servers [1] . Its main idea is that the web server improves fault redundancy and provides service continuously through virtualization of network elements.
With dynamic property and autonomy of virtual computing resources, Virtual computing nodes dynamically join or withdraw from the virtual computing systems. Because of the heterogeneous distribution characteristics of virtual computing resources, virtual computing nodes may be affected by failure or error operation during network transmission and task running. The impact is called churn for the availability of virtual computing systems [2] . The churn will affect node selection strategies. Agnostic strategy is mainly used to describe the system that is unable to reduce the churn impact. Its simplest form is random replacement policy, namely, when the node failure occurs, it can be replaced immediately as long as the nodes are available. Through the pre-judgment of information node, predictable strategy select the node which needs the least time from allocation of tasks to the completion of service. It is considered not only by the state but also by the waiting service time of task queue.
Stochastic Petri net (SPN) is a kind of graphical and mathematical modeling tool [3, 4] . It has been widely applied in computer science, modeling on network management and control, system performance evaluation and etc. It's well suited to model virtual computing systems and research on resource scheduling strategy for the concurrency and sharing of resources characteristics of SPN.
The principal contribution of this paper is that the application of stochastic Petri net on modelling virtual computing system with churn. By computing lookahead value for scheduling, the whole delay time of all tasks in buffer is the shortest.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section II introduces the related work about processor scheduling; Section III illustrates out the definition of churn and service migration. The SPN is taken advantage of to model virtual computing system; Section IV presents the predictable scheduling strategy based on lookahead; The last section summarizes the conclusion and claims the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Processor scheduling in computer science has been one of the most important research fields, and multiprocessor system is the most extensive in-depth. What should be taken into account concerning process scheduling both communication cost between tasks and the heterogeneity impact of scheduling environment. How to schedule all the tasks of complex applications to multi-processor system, and pursue the minimum overall running time is NP-complete problem [5] . Based on the core mechanisms of Internet-based virtual computing environment (iVCE), a new multi-cluster task scheduling schema based on the multi-cluster task execution performance model is presented [5] . A novel architectural framework for the multi-cluster task co-allocation is proposed by introducing the autonomic scheduling elements. An improved heuristic algorithms of credible resource scheduling is presented based on trust model of iVCE [6] . The algorithm measures and evaluates users in iVCE, the credibility of resources identity, capacity trust, behavior trust respectively, and realize trustworthy scheduling of resources. To meet the average response time performance requirements, the Sufferage-based algorithm is presented [7] . It is significantly better than the Max-Min algorithm in expectation accomplishment time and the average response time. Though the reproduction of multiple copies in different sites, Abawajy proposes a faulttolerant resource scheduling strategy to ensure tasks to run reliably in the grid environment [8] . Song and Li present a scheduling framework and algorithm of trust QoS -driven grid [9, 10] . Based on two factors performance and trust QoS, a heuristic scheduling algorithm for Grid resources is presented [11] . It can improve security while ensuring grid performance.
III. THE SPN MODEL OF VIRTUAL COMPUTING SYSTEM

A. Intoduction to Virual Computing System
Since the beginning of Round-Robin Domain Name Server which is used to build clusters, there has been a wide range of cluster architectue used for network server systems. The traditional way of resource allocation is based on a fixed division of application. It is difficult to deploy resources among different systems. As a result, it is unable to adapt itself to the changing of business needs at any time and the utilization rate of resources is rather lower. The resources of server may be allocated to multiple virtual machines with the adoption of virtualization technology. The virtualization supports different applications, and even different operating systems are in running on the same enterprise-class server at the same time. This will not only improve the server efficiency and reduce the number of servers needed to manage and maintain, but more virtual machines can be created with the increasing of application demands at any time. It can be flexible to respond to the changing of needs without increasing additional physical servers. By taking advantage of virtualization technology, the running VM may migrate among different servers and continue to maintain the server available. In the virtual computing system, virtual machine monitor (VMM) is responsible for receiving all of the user requests. Then they are sent to the appropriate virtual machine(VM) to be handled.
Assumed that at any moment, there are n VMs in virtual computing system, and each VM has two states such as up or down state. Those in up state maybe being used or waiting to be used. VM fails or recovers in accordance with some process. The mean time of VM in up state is called service cycle. At any time, the VMM can create and add VMs, or delete VMs being used. [2] Churn. Given sequence to change of VM being used. Assumed that U i is the set of VM being used after the i th VM changes, and the U 0 is initial set. When an unexpected event occurs, the state of system will change accordingly. The churn is the total number of unexpected events. Churn can be described formally as follows by running time T.
Definition 1
and ' Θ ' means to check the difference symbol. We record a failure event of VM and the response time for virtual computing system respectively Definition 2 [2] Service migration. In order to improve the system performance, if there is available VM in virtual computing system, the system may migrate the service running on a VM to another one for implementation according to some scheduling strategy.
B. Modelling on virtual computing system based on SPN
In the following, the M / M / n / k model with churn of virtual computing system is given by taking advantage of SPN, as shown in Figure 2 . Transitions T arr_i means the arrival of users' tasks, and the correponding arrival rate is i λ . When they enter buffer Pbuf of VMM, the most can be put are K 1 user tasks. Transition T vmm means that the VMM preprocesses tasks of P buf (namely, compute the lookahead value, which will be introduced in the next section). Since the processing time is very short, it is expressed by instantaneous transition. Then those processed tasks enter scheduler P sche . Scheduler P sche distributes tasks to the corresponding VM for running along with the transmission path based on lookahead value. The transmission path is expressed by T send_i , P arr_vm_i , T arr_vm_i , P buf_vm_i , T hi , P wi ,T servi . Transition T send_i means to send task i to the VM i . Transition Tarr_vm_i means that task i arrives at VM i . Place P buf_vm_i means the buffer of VM i and its capacity is K 2 . Transition T hi means that task i will run on the VM i . Place P wi means the VM i is in the working state. Place P vi means the location of computing resources of VM i , and one token in it means one virtual computing resource. Transition T servi means the task is running on VM i , and its average service rate is i μ .Transition T ci means VM i is affected by churn event, and the task running on VM i will be interrupted. The firing rate of T ci is i η . Place P bi means that the churn event of VM i will take place. Transition T i means the task running on interferred VM i will be interrupted, and it will be migrated to another available virtual machine VM j for running properly. Then the interrupted task enters place P rsc , meaning that the interfered task will be scheduled again. Transition T fi means the resource of place P vi is in invalid state for the interfence of VM j . Place P fi means that VM i is in invalid state. Transition T ri means the recovery process of interefered VM i , and the corresponding recovery rate is i γ .In the next section, we introduce that the VMM chooses a proper path to distribute users' tasks by computing lookahead values
IV. THE PREDICTABLE SCHEDULING STRATEGY BASED ON LOOKAHEAD
A. The concept of lookahead [12] In the conservative distributed simulation protocol, the event handling model of logical process adopts the way of the single queue single server, in this situation conveying the time stamp of event between logical process adopts three pieces of time amount (such as Fig.2 ):t cause : the moment of sending events which entity knows at first, can be also regarded assource time mark of event; t commit : the moment that the event can be committed and sent, the moment that the source event is finished; t effect :as the effective moment of time mark of the sent event , or as time mark of the sent event. [13] We consider that time is associated to places in the SPN and the lookahead computation considered the source places as starting points. From the view point of communication, each subnet has source and sink places. The lookahead is associated to sink places and it is based on a prediction tree built in the reverse way from each sink place to source places considered as the terminal nodes.
B. The computation of lookahead
A path between a sink place and source place will be made of a sequence places and transitions. The cost of the path is the sum of durations of the activities associated to the places or to the transtions according to the basic Petri net structures and their evolution rules. The lookahead is based on the fact that according to the marking when a task has to be sent, one can evaluate the shortest path needed to produce the next task.
For some complicated Petri network structure, it is difficult for us to produce lookahead directly. Next we adopt the prediction graph algorithm to turn the structure graph with circuit to the prediction graph without circuit.
The lookahead computation is a two-step algorithm. The first step is to build the prediction tree of a sink place and the second step is to determine its associated lookahead. ⒈ Building the prediction tree of a sink place , pS ⑴ The root (initial node) of the tree is the sink place, pS. ⑵ The nodes of the tree are places or transitions labeled by their activity duration. ⑶ The tree is built by moving on the Petri net in the reverse way from the sink place,Ps:
i The initial node of the tree is pS.
ii The next nodes are the Pre set transitions of pS, which have as predecessors their Pre set places.
iii The next nodes after each place are the Pre set transitions of that place. iv The terminal node is either a source place (input communication place) or a place which is in the Post set places of a transition t 1 that has been examined along the path (t 1 , Ps). This rule allows to open the feedback path of the net. Since lookahead is the earliest time to send next task, paths have to be computed once.
Determining static lookahead of a sink place, pS
The static lookahead is defined as the earliest time to send a next task from PS, asumming that only input communication places are marked. This lookahead gives the formula, which will be programmed and computed dynamicallyaccording to the marking. The lookahead is computed by adding the activity durations of places along the path beginning from the source node, pS, and ending at the terminal nodes of the prediction tree. When moving on the tree, four cases are to be considered at each current node as shown in 
C. The Predictable scheduling strategy of VMM
As shown in Fig 2, when Task i arrives in buffer P buf , the VMM chooses a proper path with the least lookahead to distribute it. By this way, the time from distribution of Task i to completion of Task i is the least. Then it comes to the critical problem that computation of lookahead of every transmission path. Fig 4 shows the transmission path which is the subnet structure of Fig 2. The source place is P sche , and the sink place is P wi . According to the computation method of lookahead described above, the prediction tree of this subnet is shown by If every task is distributed to VM for running along transmission path with least lookahead, then the whole delay time of n tasks from buffer P buf to VM T serv for running is the shortest. Proof. Assume task i is the arbitrary task in buffer P buf , lookahead i is the lookahead value of task i , d i is the delay time of task i from P buf to VM T servi . The whole delay time of n tasks is D total , then
If task j is distributed along with the k th transmission path rather than j th one(k=1,2,…,j-1，j+1,…,n), and its delay time is d k , then,
According to the definition of lookahead, it is clear that
When the predictable scheduling strategy based lookahead is made use of by virtual computing systems, according to theorem 1 ， the whole delay time of n tasks in buffer is shortest. The System efficiency and throughput of virtual computing system will be improved at large correspondingly.
V. CONCLUSION
As an important research area, processor scheduling in computer science has been more and more extensive in depth.
Stochastic Petri net excels in dynamically analyzing asychronism, concurrence and nondeterminism. It is especially fit to model and evaluate system. The lookahead is taken to make research on the processor scheduling of virtual computing system. The definition of churn and service migration has been disscused, and the SPN model of virtual computing system with churn is given. Based on the concept of lookahead, the predictable scheduling strategy of virtual computing system is presented. This schema may find the proper virtual machine with the least lookahead by prediction tree algorithm. The theorem shows that if every task is distributed to virtual machine for running along transmission path with the least lookahead, the whole delay time of all tasks in buffer is the shortest. 
